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Eruptors in Rifts®
Mind Melters may be the poster children for Rifts® psionics, but their flashier cousins the eruptors are a
close second. Eruptors, like the infamous Burster, are psis whose abilities manifest primarily in elemental
channeling – the ability to funnel a specific type of energy or element, usually in very destructive ways.
While eruptors tend to fall into the “combat blaster” role in any given party, never forget that they have
access to a wide variety of powers, and all but the Zapper are Major Psionics. This allows them to be useful
and formidable in a variety of situations, not just a fight. Unless otherwise stated, the Trappings for an
eruptor’s psi powers aren’t required to match their energy type; e.g., a fiery Burster could take smite with a
silver Trapping. Bombers, Bursters, and Zappers all share the same power list, while those of Freezers and
Soakers differ slightly.
The Burster (fire) and Soaker (water) are tied for most common eruptor. After that comes the Freezer
(cold), then the Zapper (electricity), and finally the rare Bomber (explosions). This work gives a description of
each along with their abilities, complications, and Iconic Edges.

Blaster Edges
Because these appear in the frameworks of multiple eruptors, and are useful for all except the Soaker,
their requirements and effects are reproduced here for convenience. Each Edge adds a new Modifier which
can be used with blast, bolt, burst, or damage field – but only in conjunction with a Mega Power Modifier – or
with the eruptor’s innate equivalents.
Increased damage dice do not affect the extra +1d6 from a raise.
Blaster
• Requirements: Veteran, Arcane Background (any), Smarts d6+, Spirit d6+, Arcane Skill d8+
• Inherent to: Bomber, Burster
• Modifier: (+2) Increase damage dice from d6 to d8. The Armor Piercing Modifier gets +1 AP.
Expert Blaster
• Requirements: Heroic, Blaster, Smarts d8+, Spirit d8+, Arcane Skill d10+
• Inherent to: Bomber
• Modifier: (+3) Increase damage dice from d6 to d10. The Armor Piercing Modifier gets +2 AP.
Master Blaster
•
•
•

Requirements: Legendary, Expert Blaster, Smarts d8+, Spirit d8+, Arcane Skill d12+
Inherent to: None
Modifier: (+4) Increase damage dice from d6 to d12. The Armor Piercing Modifier gets +3 AP.

Behind the Scenes
The Burster and Zapper are official Palladium Rifts® and Savage Rifts frameworks, from The Tomorrow
Legion Player’s Guide and Arcana & Mysticism, respectively. This document adds a few unofficial (but
necessary) rules clarifications to the Zapper and expands on all eruptors’ Hero’s Journey rolls and Iconic Edges.
The Bomber, Freezer, and Soaker first appeared in “We’re Not All Mind Readers, You Know!” (by Ed
Sauerland) from The Rifter #19, and are thus unofficial Palladium Rifts® frameworks which I have unofficially
converted to Savage Rifts. Fear not – they have been carefully balanced to match the power levels of the two
canonical eruptors. The Bomber was originally named the “Blaster,” but this has been changed to avoid
confusion with the Blaster Edges and the similarly named Burster.

The Bomber
The Bomber is the rarest eruptor. They possess the ability to telekinetically create detonations, like psychic
grenades. Bombers cannot force objects or people to explode, but can create explosions right next to them,
varying in diameter from inches (for targeting specific body parts with a shaped charge) to yards (for taking
out massed enemies). Unlike most eruptors, they cannot enhance their melee attacks and thus tend to fight
from a distance, where they are unmatched in terms of raw power. As a side effect of their powers, they
ignore sonic attacks and have an innate understanding of mundane demolitions and EOD.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
Bombers gain one roll on the Experience & Wisdom or Psionics table.
Bombers gain one additional roll on any table except Cybernetics or Magic & Mysticism. A result of 1 on
Enchanted Items & Mystic Gadgets must be rerolled.

An Energetic Mind
Bombers have access to the following psionic powers (Rank permitting): arcane protection, boost Trait†,
burst, confusion, darksight*, deflection*, detect/conceal arcana*, empathy, farsight*, fear, fly*,
light/darkness, mind link, protection*, relief*, smite*, telekinesis, and warrior’s gift*.
Those with an asterisk (*) have the Range and Personal Limitations. Those with a dagger (†) also have the
Aspect Limitation. These reduce the ISP cost (see Trappings in Savage Worlds).

Bomber Abilities and Bonuses
•
•

•
•

•

Arcane Background (Psionics): A Bomber begins with Arcane Background (Psionics) choosing three
powers from the list above; the Blaster, Expert Blaster, and Major Psionic Edges; and a d6 Psionics
skill. Bombers begin with 20 ISP (10 ISP base, doubled by the Major Psionic Edge).
Bomb Blast: The Bomber can cause a small (single-target) explosion doing 3d6 Mega Damage (4d6
on a raise) for 1 ISP, or 4d6 Mega Damage (5d6 on a raise) for 2 ISP. By spending +1 ISP the
explosion affects a SBT, for +2 it hits an MBT, and for +3 it fills an LBT. Alternatively, for +1 ISP the
Bomber can create an explosion in a Cone Template at no Range. Additional bolt Power Modifiers
may be used as normal. Bomb Blast is Range Smarts × 2 and counts as a Mega Power Modifier for
the purpose of utilizing the Blaster Edges and their Power Modifiers.
Explosives Whisperer: Bombers have the Demolitionist and Expert Demolitionist Edges (see
Empires of Humanity).
Shockwave: As an action and requiring no roll, the Bomber can use havoc with the Greater Havoc
and Strong modifiers. For 1 ISP this is either a MBT centered on the Bomber or a Cone with no
range; for 2 ISP, this is an LBT centered on the Bomber. (The Bomber is immune; their allies are
not.) Targets are Distracted and must roll Strength at –2 (–4 with Distracted) or be hurled 3d6"
away, taking 2d6 damage if they strike hard objects.
Sonic Immunity: Bombers ignore all damage defined as sonic, and cannot be rendered deaf by any
means. An air raid siren set off right next to a Bomber’s ear would only annoy them. They have +4
to resist powers with a sonic Trapping.

•

•

Telekinetic Mastery: The Bomber has the Innate Ability to create vibrations and bursts of
telekinetic force, as well as to eliminate vibration, using elemental manipulation for no ISP. As an
action, she may activate the Elemental Fury or Exalted Manipulation modifier costing no ISP. Nonarcane environmental protection has no effect against this ability.
Vibratory Aura: As an action (no roll or ISP required) a Bomber can surround himself with a
defensive field of sonic vibrations. This provides +6 Armor to himself, which stacks with protection
and natural armor, but not worn armor. If the Bomber spends 1 ISP when activating Vibratory Aura,
for the next five rounds the Armor provided gains the MDC quality. Vibratory Aura goes away
whenever the Bomber is Incapacitated or unconscious.

Bomber Complications
•
•
•

Cybernetics: Cyberware interferes with psionic powers, including eruptor abilities. If circumstances
force a bionic addition, each point of Strain imposes a –1 penalty to the Psionics skill.
Enemies: As with any powerful psychic, the Coalition and True Federation consider eruptors allied
with enemy factions a dire threat to life and property. They prioritize attacking them when
hostilities break out and hunt them with extreme prejudice.
Quirk (Thrill-Seeking): Bombers quickly become jaded from dealing with explosive hazards, and are
always looking for their next thrill. If something sounds dangerous and exciting, they’re usually the
first to volunteer.

Bomber Starting Gear
Begin with standard Starting Gear.

Bomber Iconic Edges
Unless otherwise stated, all enhancements to Bomb Blast may be used together.
Improved Telekinetic Mastery (Seasoned)
• Telekinetic Mastery’s Range becomes Smarts × 2 and the Strength of the TK effects becomes d12.
Improved Bomb Blast (Novice, Spirit d10+)
• The 2 ISP Bomb Blast now does 5d6 damage (6d6 on a raise) with Range Smarts × 3.
Rapid Bomb Blast (Veteran)
• For +1 ISP the Bomb Blast becomes Rate of Fire 2.
Read the Blast (Novice, Notice d6+)
•

Bombers with this Edge can make a Notice check to read and understand the site of an explosion.
With a success, she can tell exactly what caused it and what was affected. With a raise, she can
sense other interesting details such as whether this was the intended target, the motive behind the
explosion, and so on.

The Burster
From The Tomorrow Legion Player’s Guide
Some just want to watch the world burn. Some can’t help but start the fire. Bursters are highly passionate
people, given to extreme emotions and expressions, and this dramatically affects the way their powerful
psionic energies manifest. First and foremost, Bursters are pyrokinetics – they telekinetically accelerate
molecules to the point of ignition.
Their capabilities extend far beyond that foundation, however, in that they can also affect existing
combustion, slowing it down or even stopping it entirely. Fire is theirs to create, command, and cancel as they
see fit. When town leaders determine a Burster is among a group, there’s at least one conversation to be had
about property damage.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
Bursters gain one roll on the Experience & Wisdom or Psionics table.
Bursters gain one additional roll on any table except Cybernetics or Magic & Mysticism. A result of 1 on
Enchanted Items & Mystic Gadgets must be rerolled.

An Energetic Mind
Bursters have access to the following psionic powers (Rank permitting): arcane protection, boost Trait†,
burst, confusion, darksight*, deflection*, detect/conceal arcana*, empathy, farsight*, fear, fly*,
light/darkness, mind link, protection*, relief*, smite*, telekinesis, and warrior’s gift*.
Those with an asterisk (*) have the Range and Personal Limitations. Those with a dagger (†) also have the
Aspect Limitation. These reduce the ISP cost (see Trappings in Savage Worlds).

Burster Abilities and Bonuses
•
•

•

•

Arcane Background (Psionics): A Burster begins with Arcane Background (Psionics) choosing three
powers from the list above, the Blaster and Major Psionic Edges, and a d6 Psionics skill. Bursters
begin with 20 ISP (10 ISP base, doubled by the Major Psionic Edge).
Everything Burns: The fires started by the Burster are some of the most intense possible and can
set almost any material aflame. When a Burster scores a raise on a damage-causing attack roll
using one of their abilities, the target catches fire taking 3d6 damage until doused (see Fire in
Savage Worlds).
Fiery Aura: As an action (no roll or ISP required) a Burster can surround himself with a damage field
of flame and heat, causing 3d6 damage to adjacent foes at the end of each of his rounds, and
providing +6 Armor to himself (stacks with protection and natural armor, but not worn armor). This
fiery aura also adds 1d6 damage to any Fighting attack he makes. If the Burster spends 3 ISP when
activating Fiery Aura, for the next five rounds the damage becomes Mega Damage and the Armor
provided gains the MDC quality. Fiery Aura goes away whenever the Burster is Incapacitated or
unconscious.
Fire Mastery: The Burster has the Innate Ability to create, control, and eliminate minor fire, heat,
and smoke effects using elemental manipulation for no ISP. As an action, she may activate the
Elemental Fury or Exalted Manipulation modifier costing no ISP. Non-arcane environmental
protection has no effect against this ability.

•

•

Firewalker: Bursters have Immunity to all sources of fire, heat, and plasma damage; he could take a
dive into a river of lava and come out unscathed. He has Environmental Immunity to Heat and Fire
environmental Hazards, and gains +4 on rolls to resist heat-based arcane effects. Bursters take –4
damage from lightning or electrical attacks as well as laser, ion, and particle beam weapons.
Flame Bolt: The Burster can hurl forth a flaming bolt of 3d6 Mega Damage (4d6 on a raise) for 1
ISP, or 4d6 Mega Damage (5d6 on a raise) for 2 ISP. Additional bolt Power Modifiers may be used as
normal. Flame Bolt is Range Smarts × 2 and counts as a Mega Power Modifier for the purpose of
utilizing the Blaster Edges and their Power Modifiers.

Burster Complications
•
•
•

Cybernetics: Cyberware interferes with psionic powers, including eruptor abilities. If circumstances
force a bionic addition, each point of Strain imposes a –1 penalty to the Psionics skill.
Enemies: As with any powerful psychic, the Coalition and True Federation consider eruptors allied
with enemy factions a dire threat to life and property. They prioritize attacking them when
hostilities break out and hunt them with extreme prejudice.
Quirk (Pyromaniac): Though most are not sociopathic arsonists, Bursters tend to have a thing
about starting fires just to watch them burn with loving fascination. This is more aggravating than
dangerous (at least most of the time).

Burster Starting Gear
Begin with standard Starting Gear.

Burster Iconic Edges
Unless otherwise stated, all enhancements to Flame Bolt may be used together.
Flame Blast (Seasoned)
•

For +1 ISP the Burster’s Flame Bolt affects a SBT, +2 for an MBT, or +3 for an LBT. Or for +1 ISP it
can use the Cone Template at no Range.
Improved Fiery Aura (Seasoned)
•

Fiery Aura damage becomes 3d8 and the Burster may have it fill an SBT centered on herself. Melee
attacks do +1d8 damage instead of +1d6.
Improved Fire Mastery (Seasoned)
• Fire Mastery’s Range becomes Smarts × 2 and the Strength of fire effects becomes d12.
Improved Flame Bolt (Novice, Spirit d10+)
• The 2 ISP Flame Bolt now does 5d6 damage (6d6 on a raise) with Range Smarts × 3.
Rapid Flame Bolt (Veteran)
• For +1 ISP the Flame Bolt becomes Rate of Fire 2.
Read the Flame (Novice, Notice d6+)
•

Bursters with this Edge can make a Notice check to read and understand a fire, or the site of one.
With a success, she can tell how it started and how long it burned. With a raise, she can sense what
kind of being, if any, started the fire, and any other interesting details the GM might wish to share,
such as the fire’s purpose, if any.

The Freezer
An uncommon eruptor, the Freezer uses cryokinesis to control temperature and condense moisture in the
air into ice or snow. On Earth, Freezers descended from the Inuit, which may explain why they are so in touch
with their natural environment even outside of frigid regions; the animals and land itself seem to accept them
as a guardian. They tend toward detached, "cold" personalities. Most prefer melee to ranged combat,
activating their Frost Aura and using created Ice Weapons to quickly decimate their foes.
In Russia, this eruptor is better known as a Cold Born.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
Freezers gain one roll on the Experience & Wisdom or Psionics table.
Freezers gain one additional roll on any table except Cybernetics or Magic & Mysticism. A result of 1 on
Enchanted Items & Mystic Gadgets must be rerolled.

Environmental Mastery
The Freezer lacks overt psychokinesis, but is more attuned to the environment. Rank permitting, they may
choose from arcane protection, barrier, beast friend, boost Trait†, burst, darksight*, deflection*,
detect/conceal arcana*, empathy, entangle, environmental protection, fear, havoc, mind link, protection*,
relief*, smite* (ice Trapping), and warrior’s gift*.
Those with an asterisk (*) have the Range and Personal Limitations. Those with a dagger (†) also have the
Aspect Limitation. These reduce the ISP cost (see Trappings in Savage Worlds).

Freezer Abilities and Bonuses
•
•

•

•
•

Arcane Background (Psionics): A Freezer begins with Arcane Background (Psionics), smite (ice
Trapping) and two additional powers chosen from the list above, the Major Psionic Edge, and a d6
Psionics skill. Freezers begin with 20 ISP (10 ISP base, doubled by the Major Psionic Edge).
Frost Aura: As an action (no roll or ISP required) a Freezer can surround himself with a damage
field of whipping ice shards, causing 3d6 damage to adjacent foes at the end of each of his rounds,
and also adding 1d6 damage to any Fighting attack he makes. He also becomes covered in a sheath
of ice that gives him +6 Armor (this stacks with protection and natural armor, but not worn armor).
If the Freezer spends 3 ISP when activating Frost Aura, for the next five rounds the damage
becomes Mega Damage and the Armor provided gains the MDC quality. Frost Aura goes away
whenever the Freezer is Incapacitated or unconscious.
Frost Bolt: The Freezer can hurl forth an icy bolt of 3d6 Mega Damage (4d6 on a raise) for 1 ISP, or
4d6 Mega Damage (5d6 on a raise) for 2 ISP. Additional bolt Power Modifiers may be used as
normal. Frost Bolt is Range Smarts × 2 and counts as a Mega Power Modifier for the purpose of
utilizing the Blaster Edges and their Power Modifiers.
Hypothermia: The Freezer can safely lower their body temperature at will for 1 ISP per hour, +1 ISP
per additional willing target within Smarts range. This lets them simulate death (Healing vs. the
Freezer's Psionics to realize the truth) and become invisible to infrared detection.
Ice Mastery: The Freezer has the Innate Ability to create, control, and counter minor cold and ice
effects using elemental manipulation for no ISP. As an action, she may activate the Elemental Fury
or Exalted Manipulation modifier costing no ISP. Non-arcane environmental protection has no
effect against this ability.

•
•

•

Icewalker: Freezers have Immunity to all sources of ice and cold damage, Environmental Immunity
to Cold environmental Hazards, and +4 on rolls to resist ice/cold-based arcane effects.
Ice Weapons: Freezers have the Psi-Blade and Psi-Weapon Manipulation Edges, which lets them
use smite to form potent weapons out of thin air. They can conjure any Medieval melee weapon
with no moving parts (e.g., no flails). It does Strength + Smarts Mega Damage (plus smite), has AP
equal to Psionics × 2, and the Notes of the chosen weapon; e.g., an Ice Great Axe gets AP +2, Parry
–1, and is two-handed, while an Ice Rapier has Parry +1.
One with Nature: Freezers start with Survival d6 plus the Beast Bond and Woodsman Edges.

Freezer Complications
•
•

•
•

Cybernetics: Cyberware interferes with psionic powers, including eruptor abilities. If circumstances
force a bionic addition, each point of Strain imposes a –1 penalty to the Psionics skill.
Enemies: As with any powerful psychic, the Coalition and True Federation consider eruptors allied
with enemy factions a dire threat to life and property. They prioritize attacking them when
hostilities break out and hunt them with extreme prejudice.
One With Nature: Freezers start with a Major Vow to respect and protect nature.
Quirk (Aloof): Better able to relate to trees and animals than people, Freezers aren’t good at
showing positive, warm emotions to others. At best, they come across as standoffish and snobbish;
at worst, as inconsiderate and heartless.

Freezer Starting Gear
Begin with standard Starting Gear.

Freezer Iconic Edges
Unless otherwise stated, all enhancements to Frost Bolt may be used together.
Frost Blast (Seasoned)
•

For +1 ISP the Freezer’s Frost Bolt affects a SBT, +2 for an MBT, or +3 for an LBT. Or for +1 ISP it can
use the Cone Template at no Range.
Improved Frost Aura (Seasoned)
•

Frost Aura damage becomes 3d8 and the Freezer may have it fill an SBT centered on herself. Melee
attacks do +1d8 damage instead of +1d6.
Improved Ice Mastery (Seasoned)
• Ice Mastery’s Range becomes Smarts × 2 and the Strength of ice effects becomes d12.
Improved Ice Weapons (Novice, Smarts d8+)
•

The duration of Ice Weapons is extended indefinitely as long as Frost Aura remains up. In addition,
Frost Aura now adds +2d6 damage to Ice Weapons (only), or +2d8 with Improved Frost Aura.
Rapid Frost Bolt (Veteran)
• For +1 ISP the Frost Bolt becomes Rate of Fire 2.
Read the Terrain (Novice, Notice d6+)
•

Freezers with this Edge have a sixth sense for spotting treacherous terrain, such as avalanches, thin
ice, potential mudslides, and quicksand. This applies only to natural hazards, not traps. The Freezer
gets +4 on rolls (usually against Notice or Survival) to spot such things. If the GM would not
normally allow a roll for whatever reason, the Freezer gets one anyway (with no bonus).

The Soaker
Although Soakers are as common as Bursters, they tend to stick to coasts and islands, where their
hydrokinetic abilities can best be used. There are exceptions found in dry, arid regions, however, whether to
help villages plagued by drought or to fight the vampires plaguing the Southwest.
Unlike all other eruptors, Soakers are not powerful damage-dealers; their abilities tend toward utility,
defense, and attacks that are non-lethal except to vampires. They pull water out of the air, drawing from a
vast area if necessary; no water source need be present. For the purpose of their abilities, any liquid which is
at least 50% water counts as being water.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
Soakers gain one roll on the Experience & Wisdom or Psionics table.
Soakers gain one additional roll on any table except Cybernetics or Magic & Mysticism. A result of 1 on
Enchanted Items & Mystic Gadgets must be rerolled.

The Mind Flows Like Water
The Soaker’s psi is a bit more defensive than that of other eruptors. Rank permitting, they may choose
from arcane protection, barrier, boost Trait†, burst, darksight*, deflection*, detect/conceal arcana*, empathy,
environmental protection, fear, mind link, protection*, relief*, smite*, speed†, stun, telekinesis, and warrior’s
gift*.
Those with an asterisk (*) have the Range and Personal Limitations. Those with a dagger (†) also have the
Aspect Limitation. These reduce the ISP cost (see Trappings in Savage Worlds).

Soaker Abilities and Bonuses
•
•
•

•
•
•

Arcane Background (Psionics): A Soaker begins with Arcane Background (Psionics) choosing three
powers from the list above, the Major Psionic Edge, and a d6 Psionics skill. Soakers begin with 20
ISP (10 ISP base, doubled by the Major Psionic Edge).
Plumb the Icy Depths: Soakers have Immunity to all sources of ice and cold damage, have
Environmental Immunity to Cold environmental Hazards, and gain +4 on rolls to resist ice- or coldbased arcane effects.
Sense Water: A Soaker can sense nearby sources of water using Notice, detecting a large open
source (ocean, river, etc.) at about 100 miles away or a large hidden source (like an underground
lake) at about 200" (1/4 mile). For smaller sources, a 60-gallon aquarium could be sensed at up to
(Smarts × 10), or a gallon jug at up to (Smarts). The GM will use these guidelines to gauge a fair
range for the situation.
Spray Water: The Soaker can fire a jet of water at a target out to (Smarts × 2) range, either to blind
them (as for blind with the Strong modifier) or knock them back (as a single-target havoc with the
Strong modifier). This costs 1 ISP, or they may spend 2 ISP to add the Greater modifier.
Vampire's Bane: Against vampires and those with a similar weakness to water, Spray Water inflicts
3d6 (1 ISP) or 4d6 (2 ISP) damage in addition to its usual effects, and Water Aura also acts as a 3d6
damage field.
Water-Adapted: A Soaker can swim at full Pace, stay underwater indefinitely, and hold their breath
for 15 minutes out of the water. They may even walk on water – or other liquids, though walking
on acid will still burn them! Their powerful leg muscles let them jump twice as far as normal.

•

•

Water Aura: As an action (no roll or ISP required) a Soaker can surround themselves with a field of
water. This provides +6 Armor which stacks with protection and natural armor, but not worn
armor; if the Soaker spends 1 ISP when activating it, it provides MDC for the next 5 rounds. While
active, the Soaker is slippery and hard to see; all attacks against the Soaker are at –2, doubled to –4
against grapples and entangles (and +4 to escape them). The aura drops whenever the Soaker is
Incapacitated or unconscious.
Water Mastery: The Soaker has the Innate Ability to create, control, and eliminate minor waterbased effects using elemental manipulation for no ISP. As an action, she may activate the Elemental
Fury or Exalted Manipulation modifier costing no ISP. Non-arcane environmental protection has no
effect against this ability. Range and duration of this ability are both ×10 on a river or ocean.
Soakers are invaluable aboard a ship!

Soaker Complications
•
•

Cybernetics: Cyberware interferes with psionic powers, including eruptor abilities. If circumstances
force a bionic addition, each point of Strain imposes a –1 penalty to the Psionics skill.
Enemies: As with any powerful psychic, the Coalition and True Federation consider eruptors allied
with enemy factions a dire threat to life and property. They prioritize attacking them when
hostilities break out and hunt them with extreme prejudice.

Soaker Starting Gear
Begin with standard Starting Gear.

Soaker Iconic Edges
Unless otherwise stated, all enhancements to Spray Water may be used together.
Improved Water Mastery (Seasoned)
• Water Mastery’s Range becomes Smarts × 2 and the Strength of water effects becomes d12.
Rapid Water Spray (Veteran)
• For +1 ISP the Water Spray becomes Rate of Fire 2.
Read the Currents (Novice, Notice d6+)
•

Soakers with this Edge can make a Notice check to read a body of water, learning whether it’s
tainted or contaminated in any way, which way the current flows, and if anything unusual lies at its
bed. With a raise, the Soaker also learns what sort of creatures live within, along with other tidbits
as determined by the GM. For a large lake or sea, this only provides information on the portion
within about 200” (1/4 mile) of the Soaker.
Water Blast (Seasoned)
•

For +1 ISP the Soaker’s Spray Water affects a SBT, +2 for an MBT, or +3 for an LBT. Or for +1 ISP it
can use the Cone Template at no Range.

The Zapper
From Arcana & Mysticism
Zappers are masters of electrokinesis. Those who can be convinced (or coerced) to serve the Coalition are
highly valued in units that employ psionics to combat supernatural threats. The rest simply use their gifts to
make their way in a world that vaunts raw power over anything else. The capacity to create chaos and
catastrophe to machines and power sources makes them a force to be reckoned with . . . or put down with
prejudice.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
Zappers gain one roll on the Experience & Wisdom or Psionics table.
Zappers gain one additional roll on any table except Cybernetics or Magic & Mysticism. A result of 1 on
Enchanted Items & Mystic Gadgets must be rerolled.

An Energetic Mind
Zappers have access to the following psionic powers (Rank permitting): arcane protection, boost Trait†,
burst, confusion, darksight*, deflection*, detect/conceal arcana*, empathy, farsight*, fear, fly*,
light/darkness, mind link, protection*, relief*, smite*, telekinesis, and warrior’s gift*.
Those with an asterisk (*) have the Range and Personal Limitations. Those with a dagger (†) also have the
Aspect Limitation. These reduce the ISP cost (see Trappings in Savage Worlds).

Absorbing Electricity
A Zapper has the ability to drain electrical energy from a machine, building, or power source she touches.
With a successful Psionics check, she drains half of its stored electrical power, causing it to work at about 50%
effectiveness (half speed, drained charges, –2 on device until recharged). With a raise, she completely
depletes all electrical power and the system needs a full recharge, new batteries, and so on.
Causing a serious power drain in an object Size Large or bigger, like a house or a Death’s Head Transport,
may be attempted at a penalty of –2 or more (Game Master’s decision, generally –2 per Size Category above
Normal).
The Zapper can target nuclear-powered devices like power armor and many vehicles. Although they don't
run on batteries, there's still "stored electrical power" in the systems themselves that will take a few seconds
to replenish so they can restart. It takes one full round for a nuclear-powered device to go from fully drained
to half-drained, or from half-drained to full again. If the zapper scored extra raises on her initial drain roll, each
raise past the first adds an extra round of being fully drained. A fully or half-drained system cannot be targeted
again until it recharges fully. An operator or engineer may sacrifice their entire turn to make a Repair roll to
speed up this recovery, shaving off one turn per success and raise.
When a Zapper drains electricity from a sentient being, like negating a human's cybernetic implants, they
may resist with a Vigor roll. If the target itself is a sentient being (like a combat cyborg or intelligent construct),
treat this as a use of the stun power instead of using the rules here.

Zapper Abilities and Bonuses
•

Absorb Electricity: As an action, a Zapper can roll Psionics skill to drain electrical energy with a
touch. See above for details.

•

•
•

•

•

•

Arc of Life: The Zapper can heal by absorbing energy; she removes one Wound when successfully
using Absorb Electricity, or two Wounds with a raise. The healing effect requires draining a source
with a Size of at least Normal.
Arcane Background (Psionics): A Zapper begins with Arcane Background (Psionics), choosing three
powers from the list above, 10 ISP, and a d6 Psionics skill.
Electrical Aura: As an action (no roll or ISP required) a Zapper can surround herself with a damage
field of electrical energy, causing 3d6 damage to adjacent foes at the end of each of her rounds,
and providing +6 Armor to herself (stacks with protection and natural armor, but not worn armor).
This energy aura also adds 1d6 damage to any Fighting attack she makes. If the Zapper spends 3 ISP
when activating Electrical Aura, for the next five rounds the damage becomes Mega Damage and
the Armor provided gains the MDC quality. Electrical Aura goes away whenever the Zapper is
Incapacitated or is otherwise unconscious.
Electrical Immunity: Zappers have Immunity to all sources of electrical lightning, and ion damage;
she could be struck by ten lightning bolts while sitting on a major transformer and feel only a tingle.
They have Environmental Immunity to Electricity Hazards, and gain +4 on rolls to resist electricity
based arcane effects. Zappers take –4 damage from fire or heat-based attacks as well as laser,
plasma, and particle beam weapons.
Electrical Mastery: The Zapper has the Innate Ability to create, control, and eliminate minor
electrical and static effects using elemental manipulation for no ISP. As an action, she may activate
the Elemental Fury or Exalted Manipulation modifier costing no ISP. Non-arcane environmental
protection has no effect against this ability.
Lightning Bolt: The Zapper can hurl an electrical bolt of 3d6 Mega Damage (4d6 on a raise) for 1
ISP, or 4d6 Mega Damage (5d6 on a raise) for 2 ISP. Additional bolt Power Modifiers may be used as
normal. Lightning Bolt has a Range of Smarts × 2 and counts as a Mega Power Modifier for the
purpose of utilizing the Blaster Edges and their Power Modifiers.

Zapper Complications
•
•
•

Cybernetics: A Zapper's powers are not compatible with cybernetics. Even a single point of Strain
worth of cybernetics will be destroyed by a Zapper using her Abilities and Bonuses (doesn't apply to
her Arcane Background powers). Zappers also suffer a –1 to all Psionics rolls per point of Strain.
Enemies: As with any powerful psychic, the Coalition and True Federation consider Zappers allied
with enemy factions to be a dire threat to life and property. They prioritize attacking them when
hostilities break out and hunt them with extreme prejudice.
Glitchy Electronics: Unless properly shielded (usually by an Operator or Techno-Wizard), all minor
electronics suffer the Glitch result from the Technical Difficulties chart when within 6” of a Zapper
using her powers.

Zapper Starting Gear
Begin with standard Starting Gear.

Zapper Iconic Edges
Unless otherwise stated, all enhancements to Lightning Bolt may be used together.
Improved Electrical Aura (Seasoned)
•

Electrical Aura damage becomes 3d8 and the Zapper may have it fill an SBT centered on herself.
Melee attacks do +1d8 damage instead of +1d6.

Improved Electrical Mastery (Seasoned)
• Electrical Mastery’s Range becomes Smarts × 2 and the Strength of the effects becomes d12.
Improved Lightning Bolt (Novice, Spirit d10+)
• The 2 ISP Lightning Bolt now does 5d6 damage (6d6 on a raise) with Range Smarts × 3.
Lightning Blast (Seasoned)
•

For +1 ISP the Zapper’s Lightning Bolt affects a SBT, +2 for an MBT, or +3 for an LBT. Or for +1 ISP it
can use the Cone Template at no Range.
Rapid Lightning Bolt (Veteran)
• For +1 ISP the Flame Bolt becomes Rate of Fire 2.
Read the Spark (Novice, Notice d6+)
•

Zappers with this Edge can make a Notice check to read and understand an electrical system,
learning where the current is flowing from and anything obstructing it or causing problems. In the
case of something shorted out from an electrical surge or lightning strike, they’ll know exactly what
happened and when. A raise grants mystical insight, such as who caused a surge and why, or what
the intent of the device is. This check always counts as Support for those trying to fix an electronic
device.

